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Mac OS X v.10.2 is designed to enable anyone from digital media hobbyist to mid-level professionals take advantage of the amazing capabilities of Apple's suite of digital media tools. iLife is published by Apple, retails for $49, and combines iTunes for managing music, iPhoto for digital photography, iMovie for editing digital video and iDVD for creating your own DVDs. 

       Includes sections dedicated to each of the iLife applications - iMovie, iPhoto, iDVD, and iTunes - plus a section covering a wide variety of digital projects and special techniques. Provides lots of explanatory material to help readers understand the technology and applications while the Step-by-Step elements guide them through specific tasks. Explains and compares alternate ways to accomplish tasks to help readers select the best techniques for their own projects. Uses a holistic approach to the digital media tools and emphasizes how these tools work together. 

       About the Author
 Brad Miser has written extensively about all things Macintosh, with his favorite topics being the amazing digital media applications that empower Mac OS X users to unleash their digital creativity. Brad is the senior technical writer for Mezzia, Inc.(www.mezzia.com), an Indianapolis-based software development company. At Mezzia, Brad is responsible for all product documentation, training materials, online help, and other communication materials. He also manages the customer support operations for the company and provides training to its customers. Previously, he was the lead engineering proposal specialist for Rolls-Royce, a development editor for a computer book publisher, and a civilian aviation test officer/engineer for the U.S. Army. Brad holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo (1986) and has received advanced education in maintainability engineering and other topics. Brad is the author of "iDVD 3 Fast & Easy" (Premier Press, 1592000991, "Mac OS X and the Digital Lifestyle" (Premier Press, 1931841748), and "Mac OS X and iLife: Using iTunes, iPhoto, iMovie, and iDVD" (Premier Press, 1592001017) which is publishing in July 2003.
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Global Brand Strategy: Unlocking Brand Potential Across Countries, Cultures & MarketsKogan Page, 2003
In Global Brand Strategy, Sicco van Gelder tackles this central issue head on. He shows how both global and local brand management need to agree on a common basis for their brand strategy and planning. Drawing on his extensive experience, he has created a unique framework—the Global Brand Proposition Model—which enables them...
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IQ and Aptitude Tests: Assess your verbal, numerical, and spatial reasoning skillsKogan Page, 2007

	An aptitude test is designed to measure your potential for achievement, whilst an IQ test is a standardized test designed to measure intelligence. You are now increasingly likely to encounter both types of test in recruitment, selection and assessment procedures.


	 


	IQ and Aptitude Tests contains 400...
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Efficient C++: Performance Programming TechniquesAddison Wesley, 1999
Far too many programmers and software designers consider efficient C++ to be an
oxymoron. They regard C++ as inherently slow and inappropriate for performancecritical
applications. Consequently, C++ has had little success penetrating domains such
as networking, operating system kernels, device drivers, and others.
...
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Handbook of Networks in Power Systems I (Energy Systems)Springer, 2012

	Energy has been an inevitable component of human lives for decades. Recent rapid developments in the area require analyzing energy systems not as independent components but rather as connected interdependent networks. The Handbook of Networks in Power Systems includes the state-of-the-art developments that occurred in the power systems...
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Serious ADO: Universal Data Access with Visual BasicApress, 2000

	From seasoned developer and trainer Rob Macdonald comes Serious ADO: Universal Data Access with Visual Basic, which teaches experienced Visual Basic developers how to make the most of ADO, Microsoft's flagship product for database access. Serious ADO covers the full range of uses for ADO, from basic use of...
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Java APIs, Extensions and Libraries: With JavaFX, JDBC, jmod, jlink, Networking, and the Process APIApress, 2018

	
		This book completes the Apress Java learning journey and is a comprehensive approach to learning Java APIs, extensions, and modules such as Java EE integration, mobile Java modules, JavaFX, and JDBC. In this book, you'll learn how to build user interfaces with Swing and JavaFX as well as how to write network programs with the...
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